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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL
33041 inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
9-13-2018 iMac 15" iPhone built into the notebook. The largest-ever
iPhone 

  
 
 
9-13-2018 iMac 15" iPhone built into the notebook. The largest-ever
iPhone... hear Steve Jobs saying just imagine what you can do with the
iPhone X built into the 15" Mac Book Pro. Cure Cancer and write a
Hemingway House Nobel Novel on the mutation in the KCNMA1 gene. 
 
 
 
9-13-2018 Apple on Wednesday unveiled the iPhone XS, a premium
model with a 5.8-inch screen, and the iPhone XS Max, with a 6.5-inch
screen, its biggest-ever smartphone. 

  
 
 
9-13-2018 Seventeen years after 9/11 Saudi Arabia is Richer than
Ever Before with $777 Trillion $$$ 
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9-13-2018 American Oligarchs; Art of the Diagnosis the Love of Oil
Money more than 'Life in the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies itself! BP
Oil, Shell, Exxon-Mobil. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and
Gravity Engines in 2018 

  
 
Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
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Ran Out of Memory in Win 10 Moved huge index to its own file. This
index is 650 pages long and from 1 Jan 18 to 17 June 2018 1,001
Invention Projects Novel is here for you to write grin. 

  
 
Ran Out of Memory at 400 Pages again need a iMac grin here is the
link to the last months web with many inventions 400 almost. 
 
 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index8232018400pages.html 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
9-13-2018 Apple Plans to Unveil New iPhones. Here’s How to Save on
an Upgrade, iPhone ID is now your Drivers license and Debit Credit
Card, SS and Medicare Card. GPS tracking map of every where you
have ever been, grin. Proof of insurance and iDash Cam for iTickets and
you will never be towed as your iDash Cam has total immunity for being
towed as you are called first. 30 minutes before your cardiac arrest or
stroke your iPhone will alert you. AI all reminders of what not to forget
- your iPhone will alert you. The introduction of a big-screen premium
phone with a 6.5-inch display, Apple’s biggest ever. Censored is Greg's
invented micro-electric generator for year of charge on sold Hydrogen
fuel. Not in this years iPhone. GPS Google map of everywhere you have
been not this year. # and Name of every person with a iPhone who
drives by your home, not this year. # and Name of the Road Rage DUI

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1Jan18to17June18OutOfMemory.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index8232018400pages.html
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driver you just passed, not this year. GPS on your Key West bike they
just stole tracked, not this year. 

  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
9-13-2018 One of the synagogue rituals for Rosh Hashanah is the
blowing of the Shofar, a 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's horn. 

  
 
 
 
9-13-2018 Russian Jews are ready to become President of Russian with
all the Oil Czar's $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues... for the greatest
Exodus into a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies ever. Just in time for the
Genius Mac Book Pro with a built in iPhone X! 

  
 
 
 
9-13-2018 Celebrating Rosh Hashana With driving the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's! One of the synagogue rituals for Rosh Hashanah is the
blowing of the Shofar, a 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's horn. A hundred
notes are sounded in a special rhythm. The sound of the shofar starts
a ten-day period known as the 'Days of Awe', which ends with the
solemn festival of Yom Kippur. 
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9-13-2018 Driving gas engine cars Pope Francis Summons World’s
Bishops to Meet on Sexual Abuse, God will Summon Catholics about gas
engine car abuse and stifiling the Godsent 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's +
RV's. Clean air in Rome at the Vatican, a Cardnial Sin $$$ abuse of
gas money from Allah. 
 
 
 
 
9-13-2018 CBS driving gas engine cars; Why CBS’s Board Turned
Against Leslie Moonves, because he sent more men to become wounded
warriors for oil money than he sent to drive the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's into Mecca for total victory over Allah! 

  
 
 
 
9-13-2018 Gas engine cars at the NY Times Board; The Editorial
Board "Tickets From Poverty to a Better Future" Qatar + Saudi Arabia
riches beyond belief after 17 years of trillions and trillions of dollars in
oil revenue from holding up Miami, Cuba gas stations censored by the
Times Editorial Board. 
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9-13-2018 Gas Engine Car Owned by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD; Kamiyah
has a mutation in the KCNMA1 gene. This is a gene that carries
instructions to build a channel to let potassium in or out of a cell. This
channel is found in the highest concentration in nerve tissue, mostly in
the brain. Kamiyah’s version of the gene seems to cause these spells by
affecting the way potassium moves in or out of the cell in a way that
can transiently inhibit the brain’s normal control of the muscles of the
body. Identifying the gene and understanding what it does may someday
make finding or perhaps developing a treatment easier. 
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9-12-2018 More Than 1,100 School Faucets Still Have Lead, City Says
The Education Department - Seventeen years after 9/11 Saudi Arabia
is Richer than Ever Before with $777 Trillion $$$ 

  
 
 
 
9-12-2018 Diagnosis is the Love of Oil Money more than 'Life in the
Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies itself! 

  
 
 
 
9-12-2018 Seventeen years after 9/11 and the NY Times refused to
count the cancer deaths just from Breast Cancers, let alone McCain's
Brain Cancer and War Cancer Deaths in 17 years. Make America Great,
we will Drive the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's into Star Wars with
Gravity Engine Cars... invented in Key West. Grin! Art of the invention.
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
9-12-2018 Seventeen years after 9/11 Saudi Arabia has more iMac
than USA Schools have faucets... 2 White Men at 1984 HQ did this to
Americans! Doctors and hospitals love to talk about the cancer patients
they’ve saved, and reporters love to write about them. But deaths still
vastly outnumber the rare successes with No Manhattan Projects on
orders from these same 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Smoking and
Drinking have escalated the cancer deaths as there is no cancer
prevention as their Love of Money Wind's. $$$ 

  
 
 
 
9-12-2018 Doctors love to talk about the patients they've saved not
the unknown "Butter" heart attacks. Mr. Putin, who has a talent for
shifting rapidly between proud belligerence and butter-wouldn’t-melt-in
his-mouth reasonableness, is not a MD after a Nobel in Medicine for
'Butter'. 
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9-12-2018 Mr. Putin, who has a talent for shifting rapidly between
proud belligerence and butter-wouldn’t-melt-in his-mouth
reasonableness, knows the Israel Jewish Intelligence Agency is
brainstorming a plan to replace him with a Russian Jew as the President
of Russia for Exodus into the Universe by Humanity. The Last Czar
again... the secret weapon is 400 times faster than the speed of light
Verizon Cell Call to Nearby Stars. 

  
 
 
 
Seventeen years after 9/11 Saudi Arabia is Richer than Ever Before
with $777 Trillion $$$ 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9-12-2018 More Than 1,100 School Faucets Still Have Lead, City Says
The Education Department - Seventeen years after 9/11 Saudi Arabia
is Richer than Ever Before with $777 Trillion $$$ 

  
 
 
 
9-12-2018 Doctors and hospitals love to talk about the patients they’ve
saved with precision medicine, and reporters love to write about them.
But the people who die still vastly outnumber the rare successes. 

  
 
 
 
9-12-2018 Dr. David Hyman of Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
in New York, say that such testing should be available to everyone with
advanced cancer, because no one can predict which patients will have
results that make them eligible for beneficial treatment. When patients
respond to these drugs, they tend to do very well, and some survive
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much longer than expected. Dr. Hyman censored out the Rx Recipe for
the Pink Latte at Starbucks. Why? As this would be a cure not just
living a few years longer with breast cancer. Godsent Miracle Cure
Recipe, even Starbucks censors brainstorming this Rx Recipe. 
 
 
 
 
9-12-2018 The phrase “precision medicine” suggests a high rate of
success. While its successes should be celebrated, its failures must be
acknowledged, reminding us how much is left to learn. “Let’s not pretend
this is something it isn’t,” Mr. Primiano said. “I’m not saying we
shouldn't’t try it. I just don’t want people to have false hope.” Jimmy
Carter has false hope that his God will let him + his wife into Heaven
after killing so many millions with the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's. 12
Trillion Galaxies are Precision Galaxies all expanding into empty space at
a faster pace everyday while Jimmy Carter builds Nuke Subs for the
Navy. 

  
 
 
 
9-12-2018 Mr. Goldstein said he knew that he killed Ms. Webdale, and
while staring at his dirtied Converse sneakers, he described that day in
1999. It is unclear if Mr. Goldstein himself qualifies for care under
Kendra’s Law. 1980 Ford WindmillCAR Law! The USA qualifies for care
under the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR Law. Gov. George Pataki signed
Kendra’s Law in 1999. At left, Kendra’s parents, Ralph and Patricia
Webdale. Trump refused to sign the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR Law. New
York State budgeted $24.7 million for Kendra’s Law last year. Saudi
Arabia Prince Salman Spent $450 million on a Yacht and another $550
million on a painting last year. 
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9-12-2018 Dr. Lisa Sanders traveling to Key West soon. Wrote
DIAGNOSIS "Traveling in Vietnam, His Leg Swelled Terribly. Had He
Caught Something?" Timing was off not a mosquito bite but a genetic
defect from diesel or gasoline exhaust, maybe. He and his father
arrived in Hanoi the day before. They’d spent the day seeing the
sights, and the evening eating — then drinking. He’d come back to the
hotel jet-lagged and hot and a little drunk. He made it to his bed and
fell asleep fully clothed. A few hours later, he was woken by cramps in
his stomach. Over the next couple of hours, everything he’d taken in
that evening came out. It was awful. Only when there was nothing left
could he go back to bed. The young man felt fine for the rest of the
trip, except that his sightseeing was limited by his swollen foot. Once
he got back to his apartment in Boulder, Colo., he went to the urgent-
care center. Greg lived in Boulder for 40 years. Emergency room at
Boulder Community Hospital I worked a double shift as CNA for a few
days and got sick enough to go here on New Years Day one year. His
disorder was caused by a mutation in a gene called FOXC2. Although
the gene was identified years ago, it still wasn’t clear why these
patients develop lymphedema, or have extra eyelashes. The only
treatment was directed at managing the symptoms: no cure! 

  
 
 
 
9-12-2018 
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Wave to McCain his Soul is between these stars... 

  
 
 
 
 
Seventeen years after 9/11 Saudi Arabia is Richer than Ever Before
with $777 Trillion $$$ 

  
 
 
 
Seventeen years after 9/11 Saudi Arabia is Richer than Ever Before
with $777 Trillion $$$ 
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American Oligarchs; Art of the Diagnosis the Love of Oil Money more
than 'Life in the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies itself! BP Oil, Shell,
Exxon-Mobil. 

  
 
 
 
9-11-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! "9/11 For the Love
of Oil Money in Saudi Arabia" is the True Story of the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's on 9/11 every year from 1980 to 2018 it's still for the
Love of Oil Money by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

  
 
 
 
American Oligarchs; Art of the Diagnosis the Love of Oil Money more
than 'Life in the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies itself! 

  
 
 
 
9-11-2018 Star Wars Mac Book Air Ride School Bus gas engine or
Windmill one's, none as Hummers for WAR were bought by Prince Harry
for British and American School Kids to Drive into Libya... for the Love
of Oil Revenues, a war crime! 

  
 
 
 
American Oligarchs; Art of the Diagnosis the Love of Oil Money more
than 'Life in the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies itself! 

  
 
 
9-11-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! September 11, 2018
Qatar + Saudi Arabia Quality of Life after 9/11 are the 'Richest
beyond belief via Oil Revenues. When Key West Duval should be the
Richest beyond belief $$$. “After almost 20 years on Duval Street I
will be closing my business and having to let go my 14 employees. The
main reason is that my landlord is increasing my rent almost 35 percent.
My landlord is a well-known local name who owns many buildings on
Duval. He has owned this building for close to 30 years, so please don’t
tell me he has to cover a large mortgage. 
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Substantial Large Fry; 9/11 in Celebrating Rosh Hashana With Less
‘Oy,’ More ‘Joy’ Mecca + Allah are Dead, would be on 9/11 today if the
Jew's in Russia Drove to the Kremlin in 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's.
Exodus would be well under way by now, feel the ‘Oy,’ More ‘Joy’ by
Russian Jews! 

  
 
 
Substantial Large Fry; 9/11 in Celebrating Rosh Hashana With Less
‘Oy,’ More ‘Joy’ Mecca + Allah are Dead run over by the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's + RV's Drive By Jews. 

  

 
Godsent WindmillCAR's + MacBook Air Ride School Bus! 
 
 
 
 
 
9-11-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Does A Teacher's
MD Matter in Student Learning? Research into 584 diseases kids today
can't pronounce, spell or know the diagnosis of Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in
every classroom in every class in the USA in every Grade. For the Love
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of Money in Qatar and Saudi Arabia this is what $777 Trillion in
confiscated oil money will buy for American Children on 9/11 all the
MD's in Qatar + Saudi Arabia will have until midnight to get back to
the USA, grin. Trump will save a little money on his new class of MD
Body Guards too, Ha. 
 
 
 
 
9-11-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Does Teacher
Diversity Matter in Student Learning? MD White Women as 'teachers'
in every classroom in the USA a spin off invention from the Apple
Genius Tech with 1,001 Diagnosis apps, Nobel Novels at the Hemingway
Writing Class taught by a White women MD. Does Teacher Diversity
Matter in getting the Rx Recipe Cure for Breast Cancer, Brain Cancer,
Steve Jobs cancers, Jimmy Carters? Dr.Lisa Jobs MD I moved the
classroom to the research lab as I walked around and around talking,
inspiring them. 

  
 
 
 
9-11-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Does Teacher
Diversity Matter in Student Learning? Research shows that students,
especially boys, benefit when teachers share their race or gender. Yet
most teachers are white women. By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER Claire can't
spell or pronounce or type up 584 diseases in the digital NY Times but
Dr. Lisa MD the White Women teacher can and for preschool to high
school. Another war crime by the NY Times. 
 
 
 
Surveillance video: Teens rob store after clerk collapses from heart
attack, Teens rob Auburn store, leave clerk to die... 

  
 
 
Surveillance video: Fiery Wrecks driven by without stopping to Help,
Kerry, Pope Francis, McCain, McCain's Daughter and Trump Thugs... 
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9-11-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Toward MD
Authoritarianism, a Nobel Novel written at the Hemingway House
Writing Class today! Yet most teachers are white women without a MD
today, not in Star Wars Times. 

  
 
 
 
9-11-2018 Yet most teachers are white women... most Priest + Bishops
are White Men. When most Priests + Bishops are White Women with
MD's the Catholic Church will save the lives of 12 Trillion Jewish Aliens
and many many more on Earth. 
 
 
 
 
9-11-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Attacks on the
Libyan National oil company is significant because petroleum is the
lifeblood of the Libyan economy, BP Oil, Shell, Exxon-Mobil "They
simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Today 9/11 they will make $1 trillion
in oil revenues a war crime on 9/11. 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV are
the Lifeblood of the USA today and stifled by 2 White Men at 1984
HQ who teach classes on 'The Love of Money'. CIA experts said it was
unlikely that the attack would directly affect Libya’s oil production. But
the events demonstrated that the country’s oil infrastructure remains
vulnerable. Libya has descended into chaos in the seven years since the
overthrow of Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi except for the $300 million a
week earned from oil revenues censored from the NY Times. "They
simply loved money.” Oil Money!! 
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9-11-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! 
 
 
 
 
9-11-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! 
 
 
 
 
9-11-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Seventeen years after 9/11 Saudi Arabia is Richer than Ever Before
with $777 Trillion $$$ 

  
 
 
 
Seventeen years after 9/11 Saudi Arabia is Richer than Ever Before
with $777 Trillion $$$ 

  
 
 
 
Seventeen years after 9/11 Saudi Arabia is Richer than Ever Before
with $777 Trillion $$$ 

  
 
 
 
American Oligarchs; Art of the Diagnosis the Love of Oil Money more
than 'Life in the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies itself! BP Oil, Shell,
Exxon-Mobil. 
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Putin has this picture on his wall at the Kremlin's Spy HQ for all the
Dead Spy's wife's from Breast Cancer! 

  
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! A Spy Story: Sergei
Skripal Was a Little Fish. He Had a Big Enemy. Big Fish in the Universe
Ocean are Jew Aliens. Jews who have secret clearance who read this
web want to replace Putin with a Russian Jew Hero who will drive the
2018 Ford WindmillCAR to the Nearest Jew Aliens. 
 
 
Bill + Melinda Gates Foundation has this picture up on the wall... notice
the 2014 Date! 
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Trump starts a new Class of MD's, as he realized he might need a
group of MD's more than Secret Service Body Guards if 'Attacked' he
will elevate a class of MD's to Presidential Body Guard MD's!! Mr
Bolsonaro had lost more than two liters of blood, as his body guards
didn't stop the bleeding... 
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Putin can be
replaced by a Jew Hero too! Russian Jew MD I hope, grin. As her first
visit will be to the Yale Key West Medical School. 

  
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Mr. Skripal was
significant in the eyes of one man — Vladimir V. Putin, an intelligence
officer of the same age and training. The two men had dedicated their
lives to an intelligence war between the Soviet Union and the West.
When that war was suspended, both struggled to adapt. 
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9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Skripal was trying to
reinvent himself, Mr. Putin and his allies, former intelligence officers,
were gathering together the strands of the old Soviet system. Gaining
power, Mr. Putin began settling scores, reserving special hatred for
those who had betrayed intelligence - 12 Trillion Galaxies + Exodus into
the Universe at 400 Times faster the speed of light in a Verizon Cell
Call to nearby star and Jewish Aliens. 
 
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Mr. Skripal was
found beside his daughter, Yulia, slumped on a bench in an English city,
hallucinating and foaming at the mouth. His poisoned by Putin. 
 
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! In the late 1990s,
Sergei Skripal returned from Madrid, where he was posted undercover
in the office of the Russian military attaché. Russia was into the first
Windfall of $77 Trillion in Oil Money in bed with BP Oil, Exxon Mobil
and Qatar, Saudi Arabia... all killing 5 billion people's Exodus into a
New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies not trillions of dollars. 
 
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! "They simply loved
money.” 
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9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Driving in his gas
engine car with $7 trillion in cash when heard Mr. Skripal’s name on the
news. Prosecutors said that, while posted in Spain, Mr. Skripal had
entered into a business partnership with a Spanish intelligence agent,
who “bumped” him to a recruiter from Britain’s foreign intelligence
service. Mr. Skripal had been meeting his handler secretly since 1996,
they said, passing on secrets in exchange for $100,000. I would guess
$100 Billion as Prince Harry only lets in Russians who have $ Billions
from Oil even in 1990. 
 
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Vladimir V. Putin,
another midcareer intelligence officer, was living through the same loss
of status. In 1990, he was sent home early from his post at K.G.B.
headquarters in Dresden. His salary had not been paid in three months
and he had nowhere to live — so many spies were returning that the
government could not house them. He arrived home with nothing to show
for his years abroad. But the 'Secret' that is on the cover of Greg's
Amazon Book... 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's! 

  
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Oligarchs Jimmy
Carter hates them as much as Putin but will not go after then untill
they are both in Hell as Jimmy Cater think he will have the upper hand
with God when their all in Hell together over $777 Trillion in Oil wasted
on Qatar Trump Casino and Air Craft Carriers, USS Jimmy Carter
subs, Hummers instead of Mac Book Air Ride School Bus! 

  
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Mr. Putin’s friends
took their place among the world’s superrich, buying up yachts and
Mayfair mansions. 
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9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Central Intelligence
Agency, was not feeling optimistic... Secret 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's +
$777 Trillion in illegal gas station loot from Miami, Cuba. 
 
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! CIA's Mr. Panetta
asked his companion what he thought was Russia’s biggest intelligence
failure... Rx Pink Latte Recipe, this is the correct answer on the Yale
Key West Medical School Final Exam. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! It was hard to miss
Mr. Skripal in England Salisbury. Matthew Dean, the head of
Salisbury’s City Council, recalled spotting him one day in the Railway
Social Club, a modest establishment with electronic poker machines and
framed prints of racehorses. Mr. Dean is a pub owner, familiar with
Salisbury’s categories of drinkers. This one did not belong. “It was a
Sunday afternoon, and he was drinking neat vodka,” Mr. Dean recalled.
“He was extremely loud, and he was wearing a white track suit. I
remember saying, ‘Good God, who is this person?’ And they told me he
was their only Russian customer.” 
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9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Mr. Skripal’s
solitude deepened after Lydumila died of cancer in 2012, many CIA
Agents wife's also died of cancer in 2012. 

  
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Putin's Spy Story on
the Front Page of the NY Times today by Michael Schwirtz reported
from Moscow, and Ellen Barry from Salisbury, England. Matthew
Luxmoore contributed reporting from Yaroslavl, Russia, and Anna
Schaverien from London. A version of this article appears in print on
Sept. 10, 2018, on Page A1 of the New York edition with the headline:
A Turncoat Spy Went Free. Putin Never Forgave Him! 

  
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Russian Spy
Assassination in England when no place is safe over money, $777 Trillion
and cooperation, or secrets. Classic Putin and Co. Poison umbrellas were
subtle... in Mecca they Spent $7 Trillion on SUV umbrellas to prevent
skin cancer going to the brain like Jimmy Carters. No one in the USA
not even Jimmy Carter Wife has spent $7 dollars on SUV umbrellas to
protect kids on the playground from skin cancers. The NY Times guys
who wrote the spy story are not in Star Wars NY Times Times with
Jewish Exodus into the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies. 
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* 9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Greg's Biography
for John McCain will be with Qatar and Prince Salman who have ruled
both our lives since the 1980 Invention of the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's
+ RV. I can hear McCain's daughter screaming that's Top Secret
Classified Navy stuff... grin. A Grim Endgame Looms in Syria. Jew
Hero will drive the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca and defeat,
bankrupt Mecca for centuries. A Grim Endgame looms for the gas engine
car and 100's of millions of Gas Stations, the newest one's in China. 
 
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Christiane Amanpour
Takes the Old ‘Charlie Rose’ Slot on PBS. With “Amanpour & Company,”
a CNN veteran based in London brings a new sensibility to an hour that
was once dark and clubby... Oil Secrets, well how much money do they
have on PBS. Putin knows who is a spy and who is not a spy, would he
ever make this public? iGen shift of God and 12 Trillion Galaxies,
Exodus via 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell
call to Jew Aliens at the Nearest Stars. Russia or the USA will make
contact with the Nearby Stars eventually like the Rx Recipe of the Pink
Latte will be in Starbucks someday! 
 
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Not Putin and his
House of Spy's living off London's good will today. Is this personalized
medicine the future for all of us? 

  
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Russia + Putin Hell
No... Your ultimate goal is to find a treatment for all 7,000 known rare
diseases. 

  
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! Whether it’s
realistic or not, it’s a moral imperative that we do it. Not with War
Warriors like Prince Harry who has raised $400 million for Wounded
Warriors that would have cured 400 children with a rare disease. A
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War Crime of course but even WHO at the UN is being held POW by
the super War Powers. 
 
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! A Spy Story: Sergei
Skripal Was a Little Fish. He Had a Big Enemy. Big Fish in the Universe
Ocean are Jew Aliens. Jews who have secret clearance who read this
want to replace Putin with a Russian Jew Hero who will drive the 2018
Ford WindmillCAR to the Nearest Jew Aliens. 
 
 
 
 
9-10-2018 "They simply loved money.” Oil Money!! 
 
 
 
Putin has this picture on his wall at the Kremlin's Spy HQ for all the
Dead Spy's wife;s from Breast Cancer! 

  
 
Bill + Melinda Gates Foundation has this picture up on the wall... notice
the 2014 Date! 
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9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; If Gov. Jerry Brown signs the bill, the vast
majority would not start class until 8:30 a.m. or later." 

  
 
 
 
9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; If Trump starts a new Class of MD's, as he
realized he might need a group of MD's more than Secret Service Body
Guards if 'Attacked' he will elevate the class of MD's to Presidential
Body Guard MD's!! Mr Bolsonaro had lost more than two liters of blood,
as his body guards didn't stop the bleeding... 

  
 
 
 
9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; No Bill + Melinda Gates will not write a
Hemingway House Writing Class Novel on an iMac... for the Rx Pink
Recipe. Oil pipeline portfolio 
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9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; Schools with the 1984 Star Wars Mac Book
Air Ride School Bus - California Teenagers Could Sleep Later Under
School Start Bill "More than three million students go to public middle
and high schools in the state. If Gov. Jerry Brown signs the bill, the
vast majority would not start class until 8:30 a.m. or later." Class of
Jerry Brown is the War Crime Class Driven by California Gas Stations in
Times of 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's for the Homeless. Qatar -
California - Qatar Riches would have been for the teens in California if
not for the Class of Jerry Brown's 1984 gasoline stations crimes. 
 
 
 
 
9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; Qatar Riches would have been for the teens in
California if not for the Class of Jerry Brown's 1984 gasoline stations
crimes. 

  
 
 
 
9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; Bill + Melinda Gates Study Says No to the
24/7 Mac Book Air Ride School Bus for Kids in California... 5.2 million
cancer deaths world wide. Small-Fry is Bill + Melinda Gates Study. 3
Million People With Nowhere to Go. President Bashar al-Assad’s forces
are about to attack Idlib, the last rebel-held province in Syria. Fear of
mass slaughter is increasing. By KAREEM SHAHEEN 5.2 million with
cancer will die in 2018 and Kareem Shaheen write about Syria in the
NY Times, Why, because 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. War not the War
on Cancer is what the 2 White Men at the NY Times are into today! To
add insult to 5.2 million who will die of cancer in 2018 City Hall In
Life’s Last Moments, Open a Window 

  
 
 
 
9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; Bill + Melinda Gates Study Says, Yale Key
West Medical School, with 25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships.
Cost is about $1 Trillion. 

  
 
 
 
9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; My hospice patients were dying, but they still
longed for fresh air and bird song... the windows of Win 10 and City
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Hall @ hospice are sealed shut. Qatar has a better quality of life if
you are dying of cancer in 2018. Tell Bill + Melinda Gates to Open the
Win10 Windows too. The U.S. Navy Remains Ahead of China’s "Two
Brookings scholars list the ways that America’s fleet is superior it has 1
Hospital Ship the 'Comfort.' China does not have any Hospital Ships as
all its MD's are in Qatar + Saudi Arabia tending to the Elite Oil-Gods
Jimmy Carter wants to send to Hell. China does have millions of brand
new Mobil Exxon BP Oil Gas Stations on every corner in China. 
 
 
 
 
9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; One invention; 400 Times faster than the
speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to the Jews at the Nearby Stars
will change the balance of Power on Earth and on the High Sea's! "The
U.S. Navy Remains Ahead of China’s" Worthless Navy Remains not even
NASA wants in this 'Invention Coup.' So much for Trumps latest
coup... 

  
 
 
 
9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; Bill + Melinda Gates Prosecutors Admit They
Wrongly Falsely Accused Russian of Offering Sex for Excel, Word,
Power Point Access. But they said that they lied about Moscow's Maria
Butina, she should be released with the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's +
RV's Driven into Moscow to Putin's garage. 
 
 
 
 
9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; Ted Cruz Could Lose Texas Senate Race
"Moment of Gasoline" is running out for Texas Oil-Gods Jimmy Carter
wants to send to Hell. 
 
 
 
 
9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; Without the Rx Pink Latte on the Menu Italy’s
first Starbucks opened in Milan to enthusiastic crowds, despite high
price of breast cancer deaths. 
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9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; "Jews... A Grim Endgame Looms in Syria with
Exodus II" into the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies. 
 
 
 
 
9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; MacBook Air Ride Library @ Cancer Cure
Center libraries get the recognition they deserve. Cure for the British
Plague of 2018 Cancer of BP Oil Men. 

  
 
 
 
9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; It’s worth noting that “liber,” the Latin root
of the word “library,” means both “book” and “free.” Libraries stand
for and exemplify something that needs defending: the public
institutions that — even in an age of atomization, polarization and
inequality — serve as the bedrock of civil society, 1984 is not a civil
society looking out for you as diesel bullets from diesel trucks are the
drive by shootings that harm the most people. 
 
 
 
 
9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; If we have any chance of rebuilding a better
society, social infrastructure like the library is precisely what we
need... if you are at the Qatar Library. 

  
 
 
 
9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; Eric Klinenberg (@EricKlinenberg), a professor
of sociology and the director of the Institute for Public Knowledge at
New York University, is the author of the forthcoming book “Palaces for
the People: How Social Infrastructure Can Help Fight Inequality,
Polarization, and the Decline of Civic Life,” from which this library
essay is adapted. 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon
Cell call is the library we need today. Reference Desk that is a Genius
Tech in our search for the God Particle at CERN and its unknow Gravity
Particle they censor out of every library because CERN can't find it in
the Library of the Universe! Gravity Movie was not about CERN finding
the Gravity Particle. 
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9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; MacBook Air Ride Library iMac with 3
monitors, 27" 45" 65" all 4K and AI ads from Google and Amazon sell
you 1,001 IP invention projects not junk. Rich suburbs can order the
double-deck Greyhound Bus Library. Gated Communities take on a new
Star Wars Invention in every class, especially the MD diagnosis class.
Cardiac Arrest kills more cops than Trump will ever tell them in a
speech. So much for body guards and Presidents. 
 
 
 
 
9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; Yale Key West Medical School Commercial,
with 25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships. Cost is about $1 Trillion. 

  
 
 
 
9-9-2018 24/7 Classes; 
 
 
 
 
9-8-2018 1984 Yale Key West Medical School Commercial, with 25
Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships. Cost is about $1 Trillion.
Expected to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine before we Exodus to Earth
II. ... 

  
 
 
 
9-8-2018 '1984' Commercials; iMac's at every Starbucks Cafe Table in
Italy... 115 different invention projects. In house invention rendezvous,
every invention in history to taste at Starbucks Italy. Roman Inventions
give modern Rome spin off inventions with the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's
+ RV's and the victory of War over Allah gives Rome $777 Trillion in
illegal oil revenues. This is what paid for the IBM Summit Super
Computer at Starbucks @ $500 million each. iMac's @ $13,384. Genius
Techs at $100K a year. 

  
 
 
 
9-8-2018 Starbucks, this is a Reserve Roastery — in house coffee
roastery, a 30-foot-long Tuscan marble bar, various coffee stations
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and over 115 different beverages. 
  

 
 
 
9-8-2018 '1984' Commercials; iMac's at every... Military Powers See
‘No Military Solution’ in Syria, but Diplomacy Stalls, 1984 Stalls the
Victory over Mecca + Allah, breast and brain cancers at home in the
USA. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
9-8-2018 '1984' Commercials; iMac's at every... Vaccine Novel at the
Hemingway House Writing Class. "Vaccines Against H.I.V., Malaria and
Tuberculosis Unlikely, Study Says. Unless the $3 billion spent annually
on research triples, the world may not be able to invent vaccines or
rapid cures for many ills of the poor. By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr 

  
 
 
 
9-8-2018 '1984' Commercials; iMac's at every... $1 Trillion spent in
2018 on Vaccine Research! 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are Fired by
Trump. Bill + Melinda Gates, Tim Cook, Lisa Jobs, are cutting back on
funding at a time when we should be stepping on the gas.” Not really
stepping on the gas but turning off the gas engine cars for the 2018
Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's. Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases — said they
agreed with many of its conclusions but thought it was overly pessimistic
about prospects for some new inventions, including a tuberculosis
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vaccine. The study was funded by the Gates Foundation and the Swiss
Agency for Development and Cooperation and published on Gates Open
Research, an open access website. by Donald G. McNeil Jr. is a science
reporter covering epidemics and diseases of the world’s poor. He joined
The Times in 1976, and has reported from 60 countries. He has never
been to Los Alamos or even though of writing for the Times a article
that crunches 4 trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secrets at Los Alamos. 
 
 
Bill + Melinda Gates Foundation has this picture up on the wall... notice
the 2014 Date! 

  

 
 
 
 
 
9-8-2018 '1984' Commercials; 1 billion women want the Rx Recipe for
the Pink Latte at Starbucks. "Vaccines Against H.I.V., Malaria and
Tuberculosis Unlikely, Bill + Melinda Gates Study Says. Unless the $3
billion spent annually on research triples. No Bill + Melinda Gates will
not write a Hemingway House Writing Class Novel on an iMac... for the
Rx Pink Recipe. Oil pipeline portfolio review to identify current
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candidates for 35 neglected diseases. Using an adapted version of the
Portfolio to Impact financial modelling tool, we estimated the costs to
move these candidates through the Oil pipeline over the next decade
and the likely launches. Since the current Oil pipeline is unlikely to yield
several critical products, we estimated the costs to develop a set of
priority “missing” products. Results: We found 685 neglected disease
product candidates as of August 31, 2017; 538 candidates met inclusion
criteria for input into the model. It would cost about $16.3 billion. We
have $777 Trillion in the Oil Pipeline just from Qatar + Saudi Arabia.
We have a million Cafe Tables at Starbucks for iMac's and 1,001 IP
invention projects, please make this 1984 Commercial. 
 
 
 
 
9-8-2018 '1984' Commercials; "Sign Up for Five Weeknight Recipes"
"There are bolts of weeknight brilliance in this week’s recipes, the
types of techniques or ingredients that make a dish that much more
delicious or easier to prepare." @ NY Times. No there are no Rx
Recipes!! 
 
 
 
 
Bill + Melinda Gates Study Says — please let us know... when the
MacBook Air Ride School Bus will be ready for these Girls. 

  
 

 
 

 
Bill + Melinda Gates Study Says — please let us know... please let
these 4 girls know when their iMac @ $13,384 ships. 
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9-8-2018 '1984' Commercials; iMac's at every.. Could There Be
Another Chinese Revolution? A small elite is concentrating power under
President Xi. But the stronger it gets, the more vulnerable it may be.
By YI-ZHENG LIAN 

  
 
 
 
9-8-2018 '1984' Commercials; iMac's at every... Jew Hero driving the
2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's will 'start' the Chinese Revolution that
gives 1 billion Chinese the status quo of Qatar. RV's home for every
Chinese who wants one! Jews just want to work on the 1,001 IP
invention projects for Exodus into 12 Trillion Galaxies and Jewish
Aliens. 
 
 
 
 
9-8-2018 '1984' Commercials; Mao Mr. Xi and today the Jew Hero
with the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's, Exodus into a New
Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and the Gravity Engine invention. 
 
 
 
 
9-8-2018 '1984' Commercials; Exhausted Chinese gas station workers,
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cancers and other ill's from gasoline stations in China. Annihilated!! The
entire empire of gas stations in China with the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's + RV's. 

  
 
 
 
9-8-2018 '1984' Commercials; Hospital director Eunice Dantas told
reporters on Friday that Mr Bolsonaro had lost more than two litres of
blood, and was in shock, when he arrived. He is now stable and "in
excellent clinical condition" after being operated on, she added,
although he will need to spend at least a week in hospital. Mr
Bolsonaro's family say the knife had penetrated 12cm (4.7in) into his
abdomen, Reuters news agency reports. 

  
 
 
 
9-8-2018 '1984' Commercials; Trump should fire all the Secret Service
Agents and hire all MD's as body guards... 

  
 
 
 
9-8-2018 '1984' Commercials; 
 
 
 
 
9-8-2018 '1984' Commercials; 
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9-7-2018 Apple's '1984' Commercial; Key West Pictures of the Sub
base, 7 or 8 Subs docked where the new Truman Park is today with no
one on the Dock - 7 or 8 Carnival Cruise Ships will dock sided by side
as part of the Yale Key West Medical school. 

  
 
 
Admirals Cut in Key West you will walk over this 25' bridge and see 5
of 6 of these hospital ships docked side by side with thousands of
people were none are today and were 5 or 6 Subs use to be docked. 
 
 
 

 
Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings announced today it confirmed its options
for the fifth and sixth Hospital Ships. 

  
 
 
 
 
9-7-2018 Apple's '1984' Commercial; Admirals Cut Bridge will be built
and millions of lives will be saved by the 4 miles walk from the Jolly
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Roger Sailing Schooner I took at 10 pm to the end of Zac beach,
protected from skin cancer going to their brains like the gasoline fumes
went to the Admirals brains tending to the Subs. Admiral, “I watched
them die before my very eyes and they had exactly the same
symptoms,” So much for having a Admirals Degree they all died before
his eyes. Like the Iowa Farm Owners Blind Eye not fixed by the
Admirals with no MD degree. Now, with a little help from Silicon Valley
engineers, it is moving onto the wall. In recent weeks two tech start-
ups, backed by millions of dollars of venture funding, have introduced
sleek wall-mounted fitness systems that stream workouts into their
customers’ living rooms, bedrooms, dens, foyers or home offices. Don't
wait for the Key West Admiral to build a bridge and SUV Umbrella for
you... They are among the first start-ups to pounce on the success of
Peloton, a stationary bike start-up that investors recently valued at $4
billion. Peloton blends the hardware of a bike with the software of a
video streaming subscription and the content of spin classes. Its
skyrocketing growth has made investors wary of missing the next big


